
StayblCam Launches World's Smallest Gimbal
Stabilizer for Smartphones and GoPro

World's smallest gimbal stabilizer for
iPhone and GoPro cameras

The StayblCam 1X is the world’s smallest gimbal stabilizer
for iPhone, smart phones, and action cameras such as the
popular GoPro.

SCOTTSDALE, AZ, USA, December 6, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The critically acclaimed StayblCam
first made headlines a few years back when it introduced
the first video stabilizer that was designed to work with both
smart phones and action cameras. Now the Arizona based
company is making waves again, with the world's smallest
and lightest stabilizer released to date.

Weighing in at just 6 ½ ounces, and 2 ¾ inches in diameter
- the StayblCam 1X is expected to quickly become the
stabilizer of choice among active outdoor video and
photography enthusiasts - as well as the "action enthusiast"
who wants to give their videos a more professional stable
look and feel. As another first to the market of video
stabilizers, StayblGear introduces AI (artificial intelligence)
into a stabilizer – essentially allowing the unit to "learn" and constantly improve the motion based on a
user's movements with the 1X stabilizer model. 

Fully automatic calibration technology extends the 1X's battery life while at the same time, improving
stability and motion. The motor is completely silent utilizing a high quality brushless motor for zero
noise emission – effectively preventing noise in the video recording. 

The StayblCam 1X is designed to mount to a variety of existing mounting options and is compatible
with existing GoPro mounts, including helmet mounts, extension poles, bicycle and motorcycle
mounts, and car suction cup mounts to name a few. Practical applications include mounting to a
bicycle, ATV, snowmobile or motorcycle for off road or on road scenic views of the action on the trail
or road ahead. 

Additionally, the ultra compact stabilizer works equally well for handheld use with the already popular
StayblCam model, or for mounting on handheld poles or similar – giving extra stability for walking and
professional event shots such as weddings. The unit is simple and easy for even complete amateurs
to operate without any training. Just place your phone or camera in the cradle of the StayblCam 1X,
power the unit on, and attach it to the handle or mount of your choice. 

The integrated lithium battery, charged via USB cable from any power source, provides up to 3 hours
of continuous use on a full battery. Each unit comes with a weatherproof outdoor case, charging
cable, and industry standard action camera mounting clips. 

The product will be immediately available for pre-order on December 1st, 2016 – coinciding with the
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company's U.S. launch – at 1x.stayblcam.com. The StayblCam 1X retails for $149.95 USD with free
shipping within the U.S.
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